High Tensile Energized Fence

Barbed Wire

Phone: Sun Valley 208-788-3352
Phone: Twin Falls 208-733-6655
Fax: 208-788-0274

WOOD FENCING
Of course we still do wood fences as
well. From your standard two, three
and four round rail & post to the formal doweled square post and rail to the
new square dance fence.

Fixed Knot Fence

RANCH & FARM FENCE
SPECIALISTS

WOOD OR STEEL?
Which is the better value? The two
are comparably priced. Some clients
feel the appearance of wood is absolutely essential. Others like the durability of the steel and really like the
rusted steel look. In any case it is up
to you!
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Fences for All Seasons
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Barbed Wire
Many companies don’t like to work with
barbed wire. We specialize in it! From two
to seven wire fences we can do all of these
type of barbed wire fences.

Fixed Knot Fences
EXPERTISE & EQUIPMENT
Les Carberry, the division manager, has years
and miles of experience in the fencing business.
Building a fence for his daughter’s sheep and
dairy operation launched Les in the fencing business.
The neighbors noticed his work and asked for his
help on their properties as well. With 8 years of
fence installation Les has built nearly 75 miles of
all types of fences.
Our specialty equipment such as post pounders,
fence stretchers, welders, skid-steers with augers,
man-lifts and other attachments allows us to complete projects quickly, efficiently and accurately.
Strong, safe, user-friendly and attractive fences
have led many customers to complete satisfaction
with their fence investment.

Fixed knot fencing on T posts or pipe posts
is a common ranch fence for both the horse
and cattle ranch communities.
It comes in multiple heights and size of
opening. We do all types of this fence.

Irrigation Installed as Part of the Top Rail

High Tensile Energized Fence
Fencing for Managed intensive grazing
(MIG).
This is also a popular fence that we can install for you.

We are safety conscience and always watch
the weather and winds so we don’t start
fires while we work in the field.

Corrals and Steel Pipe Fence

We can create for you custom steel fences
as property boundaries, ranch entrance
structures, hitching posts, and overhead
gate structures and gates.

From huge arenas (as shown at the bottom
left) to small pens and everything in between
we can build it for you in steel pipe.
With our custom portable welding operation
we can create you a functional yet beautiful
steel fence structure.

ALL SEASONS LANDSCAPING is a design
build landscape construction firm that offers
full service maintenance , irrigation repairs,
backflow testing, fencing, fertilization, tree
care etc. to both commercial and residential
customers. Call us at 208-788-3352

Irrigation service can be incorporated into
your steel top rail fence to give you a crisp
clean look that is multi-functional as well as
beautiful.

Installing Fixed Knot Fencing

